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EVIDENCE FROM DURA EUROPOS 
FOR THE ORIGINS OF LATE ROMAN HELMETS 

BY 

Simon JAMES 

British Museum, London 

SUMMARY. The design of helmets used by the Roman army changed radically about the end of the 
third century AD. An hitherto unpublished helmet from Dura Europos* provides strong evidence that the 
"ridge helmets" which make up the bulk of the known example are indeed of Partho-Sassanian inspiration, 
as has long been suspected. The relationship of "ridge helmets" to two late Roman Spangenhelme from 
Egypt is reassessed, and a Danubian origin for the latter is proposed. A new model for the development of 
the various late Roman helmet types is presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Of the many discoveries made at Dura by Cumont and, later, the Franco-American 
expedition, the large quantities of remarkably well preserved military equipment rank 
high in importance. The preservation of organic parts of shields, armour and weapons 
in the dry desert conditions constituted an unparalleled treasure trove for the military 
archaeologist. However, in the half century since the great excavations, the material 
has been unaccountably almost completely neglected. The excavators' original plan 
was that the series of Final Reports on the Yale/French Academy excavations should 
include a volume wholly devoted to this material. However, this, the projected Volume 
Vii, Ihe Arms and Armour, was never written (although Donald Wright did prepare a 
preliminary study in the early 1960s). 

* Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Ms. Susan 
Matheson and the Yale University Art Gallery for their 

kind permission to publish the Dura helmet, and for all 
the assistance they have given me to make this possible. 
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The great majority of the material was sent to Yale University Art Gallery, where 
most of it still is. However, some material was exchanged with the Royal Ontario 
Museum, and other pieces are on long-term loan to the John W. Higgins Armory 
Museum, Worcester, Mass. The remainder of the material is in Damascus. 

My present research aims to produce a catalogue and analysis of the weaponry and 
its historical context. The value of the collection lies not only in its size, diversity and 
state of preservation, but also in the fact that it is to date the only sizable assemblage of 
imperial Roman arms from the entire eastern empire. It is therefore potentially of 
vital importance for such questions as the degree of standardisation of arms across the 
empire, beside more direct problems such as, for example, how Roman shields were 
constructed. Even more valuable is the fact that most of the weapons can be shown to 
have been deposited during the Persian siege which destroyed the city, and thus are 
closely datable to the mid 250s AD. This gives us a reliable picture of the equipment of 
at least one Roman garrison in the midst of the great period of upheavals of the third 
century. 

Most of the material is clearly Roman. However, there is a scattering of objects 
which are clearly anomalous, and which must belong to other traditions, local or foreign 
to the empire. Far and away the most important of these is a remarkable iron helmet, 
which is the keystone of the present paper. This one well provenanced and soundly 
dated object provides the missing link in a chain of evidence which, in my opinion, 
elucidates the whole history of one important and much disputed subject; namely the 
development of Roman helmet design and its debt to foreign prototypes. 

LATE ROMAN HELMETS 

A considerable number of helmets usually dated to the fourth and early fifth 
centuries AD have been discovered in Europe since the nineteenth century. A corpus 
was published by Klumbach on all the pieces known up to the early 1970s'. To this 
may be added Johnson's recent identification of a helmet from Burgh Castle in England2. 

All these helmets share certain common features, most notably a skull or bowl of 
composite construction. They generally possess a continuous fore-and-aft strip or ridge 
piece to which are attached two half-skulls. The latter may each consist of a single 

1. H. KLUMBACH (ed.), Spdtr6mische Gardehelme, 
Munich 1973. 

2. J. S. JOHNSON, "A Late Roman Helmet from Burgh 
Castle", Britannia XI, 1980, pp. 303-312. 
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Fig. 3. Simplified sketches of late Roman ridge helmets of the heavier type, perhaps intented for cavalrymen and 
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piece of metal3, or of three plates4. In structiral terms, the helmets fall into two 
groups. 

In the simpler form, the skull halves consist of single pieces of metal rivetted to the 
ridge strip (fig. 1 and 2). They usually possess a simple plate neck guard much smaller 
than those seen on early Imperial helmets. The cheek guards were also distinctly 
different from earlier types, being plain curved plates which extended behind the ear. 
Hearing was usually facilitated by means of an aperture, in the rim of the bowl and the 
upper edge of the cheek piece. Neck and cheek guards were attached by straps or laces, 
metal hinges not being employed. 

-OP 

Fig. 2. The Augst helmet, best preserved, and best made 
specimen of the lighter type of late Roman ridge helmet (from 

Klumbach 1973). 
Fig. 4. - lelmet I from the' Berkasovo find, Yug6slavia. This 
almost intact helmet is the finest and most ornate of the heavier 

type of ridge helmet. 

A . 
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3. For example, Augst (KLUMBACH, op. cit, note 1, 
pp. 115-7 and plates 61-4), Berkasovo II (ibid., pp. 15-38, 
and plates 6-9). For the Berkasovo finds, see also 
M. MANOJLOVIC-MARIJANSKI, Kasnorimski Slemovi iz 
Berkasova, Novi Sad, 1964. 

4. For example, Deurne (KLUMBACH, op. cit., note 1, 

pp. 51-84 and plates 19-20), Berkasovo I (ibid., pp. 15-38 
and plates 1-5; see also note 3), and Burgh Castle 
(JOHNSON, op. cil., note 2). Concesti (KLUMBACH, op. 

cit., note 1, pp. 91-94 and plates 32-37) is exceptional in 
having a continuous transverse strip or rib passing under 
the fore-and-aft ridge. 
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The second type was heavier and gave much greater protection (fig. 3 and 4). The 
bowl halves could be either single forgings or composite, made from three plates. 
Rivetted around the inside of the rim of the bowl assembly was a browband of several 
centimetres' depth. To this was attached a neckguard of similar form to that seen on 
the lighter type, and cheek pieces of a different form offering better protection to the 
throat, but usually lacking hearing apertures. Again, hinges were not used. In 
addition, the better preserved examples possess a feature which was probably common 
to all this group, and which is unknown on earlier Roman helmets. This is a nasal, 
fixed to the front edge of the bowl by two wings shaped to represent eyebrows. 

Klumbach identified the simpler form as being the infantry helmet pattern and 
assigned the heavier, more elaborate and generally more lavishly embellished group to 
the cavalry and officers5. 

With a single exception, all the known examples consist entirely of iron plates6. 
All except the Burgh Castle piece were certainly or probably originally covered with 
silver plating, sometimes gilded, with rouletted decoration and even imitation 
gemstones7 (fig. 4). 

No satisfactory collective name for these helmets has yet appeared. Prunkhelme 
(display helmets)8 or Gardehelme (guard helmets)9 are clearly inappropriate since the 
identification of a relatively plain helmet from a limitanean fort at Burgh Castle. 
Perhaps Scheilelbandhelme (roughly, 'crest-band helmets')'0 or Kammhelme (ridge 
helmets)" are to be preffered. Here the unlovely term 'ridge helmets' is used, as it 
focusses on what seems to me to be the most important feature, the fore-and-aft crest or 
strip. 

All know examples may be dated to the fourth century AD or the beginning of the 
fifth on grounds of style of decoration, inscriptions or associated artifacts12. 

5. Those falling into the 'infantry' class include Augst, 
Worms, and the Intercisa finds. To the 'cavalry' type 
belong Berkasovo I and II, Deurne, Budapest, Burgh 
Castle and Concesti (KLUMBACH, op. cit., note 1, and 
JOHNSON, op. cif., note 29). The pair of helmets from 
Augsburg-Pfersee seem to be hybrids. Klumbach's 
no. I (now in Nuremburg), is of 'infantry' pattern, but 
lacks hearing cutouts and allegedly has a nasal (KLUM- 
BACH, op. cit., pp. 95-7 and plates 38-42). Helmet no. 2 
(now in Augsburg) also resembles the 'infantry' pattern 
in its low skull of simple construction, and its hearing 
cutouts. However, it has "eyebrows" to anchor a nasal, 
and surface decoration simulating a browband (ibid., 
pp. 99-101 and plates 42-44). 

6. The ridge piece and side plates of the Concesti 
helmet are of bronze. The infill plates and brow band 
are iron (ibid., p. 92). 

7. The most lavishly embellished *are Berkasovo I 

(ibid. pp. 15-38 and plates 1-5) and Budapest (ibid. 
pp. 39-51 and plates 12-18). 

8. J. WERNER, "Zur Herkunft der Fruhmittelalter- 
lichen Spangenhelme", Prahislorische Zeitschrifl XXXIV, 
1950, p. 183. 

9. KLUMBACH, op. cit. (note 1). 
10. A. ALF6LDJ, "Eine Spatr6mische Heimform und 

ihre schicksale im Germanisch-Romanischen Mittelalte- 
r", Acda Archeologica V, 1934, pp. 99-144. 

11. KLUMBACH, op. cit., (note 1), p. 10. 
12. Ibid., and JOHNSON, op. cit. (note 2), for details. 

The Augst helmet was found associated with pottery of 
the first half of the third century, but this was in a 
shallow rubbish deposit which only gives a terminus post 
quem. There is no reason to associate it with the 
overrunning of the limes in the middle decades of the 
third century rather than'with the nearby fourth century 
military station at Kaiseraugst. 
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Perhaps the most striking fact about these helmets is their utter dissimilarity to the 
long-established and highly developed Roman helmets in use up to the middle of the 
third century. The archaeological record is then blank for about half a century, down 
to the time of Constantine the Great, by which time this completely different tradition of 
helmet construction was fully developed13. The helmets of the early Empire had their 
own range of common features. The bowl was made in one piece with an integral neck 
guard. The cheek pieces were usually hinged14. Additional plates or bars were added 
to the skull as reinforcements. Bronze was commonly used throughout the period, 
alongside all-iron helmets15. 

There is no evidence that any trace of this tradition, which can be seen evolving 
over more than three hundred years down to the mid third century, survived into the 
fourth. Conversely, there has never been any sign of any true precursors to the fourth 
century types in the earlier Roman milieu. The archaeological record shows a total and 
relatively sudden change in helmet design during the blank period at the end of the third 
century. 

ORIGINS AND RELATIONSHIPS 

This dramatic change has prompted several attempts to trace the origins of the new 
types. The consensus is that the designs must have been foreign imports, probably 
from Persia. The picture is complicated by two related factors. Firstly, there are two 
more helmets, found in Egypt, which are evidently akin to the European group16 (fig. 5, 
6 and 20). However, they are distinct in one major respect, namely that their skulls 
consist of several vertical strips of iron, attached to an apical roundel. There is no 
continuous fore-and-aft ridge. This radial rather than bipartite construction means 
that they may be described as Spangenhelme. 

The second complicating factor is the group of true Dark Age Spangenhelme from 
central and western Europe, notably the Baldenheim type, production of which was 

13. Deurne and the two Berkasovo helmets can be 
shown to have been deposited in Constantinian times 
(KLUMBACH, op. cit., note 1, pp. 36-8, 66-71). 

14. Except on. some forms of auxiliary cavalry 
helmet, e.g. Robinson's type I (H. Russell ROBINSON, The 
Armour of Imperial Rome, London 1975, p. 104, nos. 124- 
6). 

15. Ibid., p. 102. One of the latest known Imperial 
Italic helmets, the example from Niedermonrmter, is of 
bronze (ibid., pp. 73-4 and plates 179-182). 

16. DAr-el-Medineh, now in Cairo, was found "dans un 
puits" early this century (K. H. DITTMANN, "Ein Eiserne 
Spangenhelm in Kairo", Germania XXIV, 1940, pp. 54- 
8). The Leiden helmet is of uncertain provenance, 
beyond the bare fact of its discovery in an Egyptian 
grave (M. EBERT, "Ein Spangenhelm aus Agypten", 
Prdhislorische Zeitschrift, I, 1909, pp. 163-70). The two 
helmets are different in form, but very similar in 
construction. DWr-el-Medineh is particularly close to 
the ridge helmets. 
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Fig. 5. The DNr-el-Medineh all-iron Spangenhelm 
(from Dittmann 1940). Compare with the helmets 

depicted on the arch of Galerius (fig. 11). 

Fig. 7. - The Planig helmet, a fine example of the 
Baldenheim type Spangenhelm (from Post 1953). 

apparently centred on Ostrogothic Italy in the sixth century"7 (fig. 7). Commentators 
have tried to put the ridge helmets, Romano-Egyptian Spangenhelme and the 
Baldenheim group into a unilinear sequence of development starting with the 
importation of Persian models to Rome at the beginning of the fourth century. 
Klumbach's scheme is that the Persian prototypes were absorbed by Rome and the new 
fashion disseminated throughout the army by Constantine, who was apparently given a 
bejewelled helmet of this type before the battle of the Milvian Bridge'8. Ridge helmets 

17. For the extensive literature on these helmets, see 
R. HENNING, Der helm von Baldenheim und die verwand- 
ten Helme des fra hen Mitlelallers, Strasbourg, 1907; 
M. EBERT, "Die Fruhmittelalterlichen Spangenhelme 
von Baldenheimer Typus", Pr. Zsch. I, 1909, pp. 65ff; 
J. WERNER, "Zur Herkunft der fruhmittelalterlichen 
Spangenhelme", Pr. Zsch., XXXIV, 1950, pp. 178-93; 
P. POST, "Der Kupferne Spangenhelm", RGKBericht 

XXXIV, 1953, pp. 115-50. For a more recent discus- 
sion, see R. PIRLING, "Ein Spangenheim des Typs 
Baldenheim aus Leptis Magna in Libyen", Werner 
Feslschrifl II, Munich 1974, pp. 472-82. 

18. A. ALF6LDI, "The Helmet of Constantine with the 
Christian Monogram", Journal of Roman Studies, XXII, 
1932, pp. 9ff. 
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appear on his coin portraits soon afterwards'9 (fig. 8). Constantine's personal 
responsibility for the widespread adoption of the new type was an idea first developed by 
Alfoldi20. According to Klumbach's synthesis, the ridge helmet developed during the 
fourth century towards greater complexity. He implies that the appearance of and 

.4-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~. 

Fig. 6. - The DNr-el-Medineh helmet (after Dittman). 

increased emphasis on side plates in addition to the ridge was a relatively later 
progression, culminating in the Concesti helmet, deposited in the fifth century. The 
latter has two continuous strips running over the apex, the outer fore-and-aft, the inner 
transverse. From here it seems a short step to the four- and six-bar radial helmets from 
Egypt. These were somewhat arbitrarily attributed to the fifth or even sixth centuries, 
putting them neatly at the end of the supposed development of Roman types and ready 
to be prototypes for the Ostrogothic Spangenhelme2 . Johnson has rightly criticised 
this simple single-line model, not least because there is very little sign of progressive 
development among the fourth century ridge helmets. Examples with side plates were 
present from the outset22. Johnson accepts the late dating for the Romano-Egyptian 
Spangenhelme, despite the lack of solid evidence28. In fact, so little is known of their 
provenances that they could as well belong to, say, the late third or early fourth century 
as the fifth24. 

19. Ibid., p. 1 1; ALFOLDI, op. cit. (note 10). 
20. Ibid., KLUM1ACH, op. cit. (note 1), p. 10. 
21. KLUMBACH, op. cit. (note 1), p. 14. 
22. Deurne and Barkasovo 1. See note 13. 

23. JOHNSON, op. cit. (note 2), pp. 309-11. 
24. H. R. ROBINSON dated them to the late third 

century, but failed to record the basis of this statement 
(Orienial Armour, London, 1967, p. 73). 
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Fig. 8. - A coin of Constantine the Great, showing the emperor wearing a helmet similar to Berkasovo I. Presumably 
the cheekguard is reduced and the nasal omitted to avoid obscuring the imperial portrait (from Klumbach 1973). 

Fig. 9. -The Cheragh Ali Tepe helmet (now in Brussels), one of the North Iranian group which may be assigned to the 
Sassanian empire (from Overlaet 1982). 

In any case, unilinear models are inherently unrealistic. Influences may flow in 
both directions between cultural zones. To investigate the origins of ridge helmets and 
the related Egyptian pieces it is necessary to look at three such zones, all of which were 
producing helmets in the third century. 

Firstly, there is Parthia, and its successor, Sassanid Persia, from which there is 
archaeological evidence including very important new material from Dura Europos, 
described below. Secondly, there is the Roman Empire itself, whose armaments 
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industry underwent a revolution in the later third century. Lastly, there are the 
barbarian peoples on the Northern frontiers of the Roman Empire. The tribes of free 
Germany can be discounted from the present discussion, as documentary sources and 
archaeology combine to make it clear that helmets were not commonly used by these 
peoples during the time in question26. However, the Sarmatians and Goths on the 
Danube certainly did have their own tradition or traditions of helmet-making, and these 
must be taken into account as a potential influence on late Roman designs. 

THE PARTHO-SASSANIAN EAST 

The search for convincing Persian prototypes has been hampered by the lack of 
reliably dated archaeological discoveries, exacerbated by the near absence of good 
contemporary depictions. A number of helmets of allegedly Sassanian manufacture are 
known, but none can definitely be shown to belong to the crucial period, the third 
century26. Interestingly, all have composite bowls and all but one have a continuous 
fore-and-aft strip forming the core of the assembly. Unlike the Roman ridge helmets 
(except Concesti), the skulls are all tall, with a paraboloid profile. Cheek pieces and neck 
guards are lacking, although holes around the rim of most examples are-thought to be for 
attaching a camail of iron rings27. However, these are too widely spaced for this, and 
they are more likely to have served as anchor points for linings. 

Two apparently regional groupings may be identified, one centred on North Iran, 
the other on Mesopotamia. 

The North Iranian group consists of four helmets with bronze or bronze-covered 
iron frames, wholly or partly covered with silver foil and embellished with a 
characteristic feather pattern28 (fig. 9). While the stamped silver plating may seem to 
point to a relationship with the Roman ridge helmets, the use of the feather pattern may 
rule this out. While it probably is a Sassanian motif29, Overlaet has recently argued 
that it is late, belonging to the fifth to seventh century30. 

Of the Mesopotamian group, the only securely provenanced example is from the 
Temple of Ishtar at Nineveh (and is now in Baghdad)31 (fig. 10). The context did not 

25. The few helmets from late Roman Iron Age 
contexts in Free Germany are Roman, either booty or 
exports, e.g. Throsbjerg (M. TODD, The Northern Barba- 
rians, London, 1975, p. 177). 

26. See S. V. GRANCSAY, "A Sassanian Chieftain's 
Helmet", Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin XXI, 
1963, pp. 253-262; B.J. OVERLAET, "Contribution to 
Sassanian Armament in connection with a Decorated 
Helmet", Iranica Antiqua, XVII, 1982, pp. 189-206. 

27. GRANCSAY, op. cit. (note 26), p. 259. 
28. Two are said to be from "the Amlash region". 

One is now in New York (ibid.), the other at Mainz 

(OVERLAET, op. cit., note 26, pp. 193-4). A helmet now 
in Brussels is "from Cheragh Ali Tepe" (ibid., pp. 189- 
90). The fourth is unprovenanced and is now in Los 
Angeles (ibid., p. 194). 

29. Ibid., p. 200. 
30. Ibid., especially pp. 205-6. 
31. R. C. THOMPSON and R. W. HUTCHINSON, "The 

British Museum Excavations in the Temple of Ishtar at 
Nineveh, 1930-31", Liverpool Annals of Archaeology and 
Anthropology, XIX, 1932, p. 78 and plate 51, 3; WERNER, 

op. cit. (note 17), p. 184. 
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Fig. 10. The Nineveh helmet now in Baghdad, one of the Mesopotamian group of Sassanid date (from Overlaet 1982). 

produce a satisfactory date. The helmet consists of an iron browband, with a 
longitudinal strip and two lateral bands of bronze. The infill plates are of iron. This 
is structurally identical to the North Iranian group. Silver is lacking, but the scale or 
feather pattern on the browband and infill plates may again suggest a late date. The 
other examples in this group are two helmets, also said to be from Nineveh, now in the 
British Museum32. Both share with the Baghdad helmet the flaring bronze ridge and 
side plates. One is in external appearance particularly close to Baghdad, but the skull 
is actually of two iron half-shells beneath the bronze frame33. The second bears less 
superficial resemblance but is structurally closer. Here the iron plates simply fill the 
gaps in the bronze frame3. This helmet has a second peculiarity not seen on the 
others. There are two deep cutouts in the rim over the wearer's eyes, and rivet holes 
that suggest it had had an eyebrow/nasal plate like the Roman 'cavalry' ridge helmets. 

One further helmet, also in the British Museum, is thought to be Sassanian35. It 
differs from all the others in being of radial construction. All the components seem to 
be of iron covered with bronze plate. The assembly consists of four triangular plates, 
joined by four vertical strips. Fragments of what seems to be an iron camail adhere to 
the outside. The helmet may indeed be Sassanian, but there are good archaeological 

32. British Museum nos. 22497 and 22498 (ibid., p. 188 
and Taf. 7,1 and 7,2 respectively; GRANCSAY, op. cit., 
note 26, p. 259 and figs. 7 and 8 respectively). 

33. Based on my own inspection of helmet 22498. 

34. Based on my own inspection of 22497. 
35. BM no. 22495. GRANCSAY, op. cit. (note 26), 

p. 256 and fig. 6. 
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parallels for it in Russia, 
wvhich 

are dated to the eighth36 to tenth centuries37. Similar 
helmets existed in Tibet until recent times38. On this evidence it seems most likely that 
the helmet is post-Sassanian, and so will not be considered further here. 

Apart from the latter example, the archaeological record for 'Sassanian' helmets is 
consistent. The fore-and-aft strip is a standard feature, and may suggest a relationship 
with the Roman helmaets. However, none is demonstrably early enough in date to 
prove that these types existed in the third century to allow them to serve as prototypes 
for the Roman forms. 

Other sources of evidence are not particularly helpful. There are no really clear 
depictions of helmets on Parthian monuments. It has been suggested that the Nineveh 
helmets are related to the Parthian royal headdress seen, for example, on Arsacid 
coinage39. This has been challenged by Overlaet40, but still seems a viable 
hypothesis. The onily detailed depictions of Parthian helmets so far identified are on 
early Sassanian rock carvings at Firuzabad, depicting Ardashir I's defeat of Artabanus 

J,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 

Fig. II. Details of the early Sassanian royal reliefs/ 

at Firuzabad. A Sassanian 'page' grapples with a 
Parthian on horseback. The page wears a simple cap 
(note the 'heraldic' symbol). The Parthian wears an 
apparently simple helmet with an attached scale neck 

defence (after Ghirshman). 

Fig. 12. - The Dura clibanarius graffito. 

36. A helmet from Gouvernment Woronesh dated to 
the eighth century (W. ARENDT, "Der Nomadenhelm der 
Fruhen Mittelalters in Osteuropa", Zeilschrifl far Histo- 
rische Waffen- und Koslumkunde (Neue Folge) V, 1936, 
p. 31 and Taf. V). 

37. Ibid., p. 31 and Abb. 8. 
38. GRANCSAY, op. cit. (note 26), p. 258, fig. 9. 
39. WERNER, op. cii. (note 17), p. 188. 
40. OVERLAET, op. cit. (note 26), pp. 191-2. 
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V41 (fig. 11). They appear to have simple one-piece bowls, but they are seen in strict 
profile and so could be pain bipartite helmets. They have either a scale camail or an 
armoured hood (coif) beneath. The Sassanian figures on the carvings generally lack 
helmets, except for a 'page' who wears a simple cap. No others depictions securely 
datable to the mid-third century or earlier are known to me, except the graffiti from 
Dura Europos which show armoured cavalry42. The best known of these is the 
'charging clibanarius'43 (fig. 12). These are usually thought to depict Parthian or 
Persian cataphracts, but the fact that horse armour was employed by the Roman 
defenders of the city must make this uncertain. These illustrations, which are quite 
crudely executed, may suggest helmets with composite bowls, and perhaps face- 
masks44. However, their crudeness, and the uncertainty of their identification as 
Persian makes their value very limited. 

In conclusion, up to the present it has been impossible to say with any degree of 
assurance what sort of helmets were used by the Persians in the third century AD, at the 
time when they are supposed to have been profoundly influencing Roman design. 

THE DURA HELMET 

Ironically, the best evidence of all has been stored away in a museum vault for the 
last half century. This is an unpublished helmet from the Franco-American 
excavations at Dura-Europos46. The piece has been in Yale University'Museum and 
Art Gallery since the Second World War46. It was found in the countermine beneath 
Tower 19 on the desert wall47. It was certainly deposited during the siege which 
destroyed the city in the mid-third century. Dura, the most important forward base 
and garrison of the Roman army on this stretch of the Euphrates, was attacked and 
destroyed by the Persians under Shapur I around AD 255-7". Of the wealth of 
archaeological remains resulting from the siege, the richest in terms of artifacts are those 
from the operations around Tower 1949. The countermine was an attempt by the 

41. R. GHIRSHMAN, Iran; Parthians and Sassanians, 
London, 1962, plates 165-7; G. HERRMANN, The Iranian 
Revival, London, 1977, pp. 87-9. 

42. For example, Dura, Report on the Fourth Season, 
New Haven, 1933, plate XXI, 3. 

43. Ibid., plate XXII, 2. 
44. In the fourth century Roman clibanarii wore 

helmets with face masks (JULIAN, Or. in Const. Laudem 1, 
37) and in earlier centuries masked helmets were worn by 
cavalrymen, but apparently not in battle (the so-called 
'cavalery sports helmets'). 

45. For an introduction to the site and a compre- 

hensive bibliography, see C. HOPKINS, The Discovery of 
Dura Europos, New Haven and London 1979. 

46. Yale no. 1981.62.28. 
47. The helmet is briefly mentioned in Dura, Report on 

fhe Sixth Season, New Haven, 1936, p. 194, and can be 
seen in fig. 16 (here my fig. 6). 

48. For the most recent discussion of the date and 
historical context of the siege, see S. JAMES, "Dura 
Europos and the Chronology of Syria in the 250s AD", 
Chiron XV, 1985, pp. 107-120. 

49. Op. cit. (note 47), pp. 188-98, 204-5, 439-66. 
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in the Tower 19 countermine (Yale Univer- 
sity Art Gallery Dura Europos Collection). 
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pos (I)ura Rep. VI, fig. 16). 

Roman defenders to stop the Persians undermining the foundations of the Tower 
preparatory to an assault. The consequent battle underground resulted in the 
defenders being worsted. The pile of unrecovered Roman bodies in the countermine, 
and the subsequent destruction of the tower are eloquent testimony to this. 

The helmet was found close to a body lying alone, separate from the mass of Roman 
bodies at the other end of the mine (fig. 13). There is good reason to think that the 
helmet belonged to this individual, and that he was one of the attackers. He had 
apparently been facing the city when he was struck down, and fell backwards. This is 
of course hardly conclusive, but several other features point towards the same 
conclusion. Also lying close to the body was a large sword, the blade of which no longer 
survives. However, it had a flat disk pommel of jade, which was certainly an import 
from Chinese Turkestan". The shape of the pommel is unroman. The mail shirt 

50. Ibid., p. 194. 
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found on the body has a pattern of bronze rings on the chest. These form a trident 
device, which looks like an 'heraldic' crest. It is very similar to the devices worn by 
Sassanian nobles on the contemporary rock carvings61. Finally, the helmet itself is 
totally different from the other helmets found at Dura62. These are all perfectly 
standard Roman types". The helmet from the mine is clearly related to the ostensibly 
Sassanian helmets from Mesopotamia and North Iran. 

The Dura helmet, then, very probably belonged to the attacking army. This need 
not mean that it came from the Iranian heartland of the Persian empire. The 
Sassanian army was apparently organised on feudal lines, including levies from subject 
peoples on the peripheries of the empire". The helmet could therefore have come from 
other areas such as lower Mesopotamia or Afghanistan. Whatever its precise origins, 
here is an example of the type of helmet in use on and beyond the Eastern frontier of the 
Roman empire in the middle of the third century AD. 

The helmet is quite extensively oxidised, and was crushed when found (fig. 14). It 
was lying on its right side, and the left had been crushed when the roof of the mine caved 
in. It is estimated that 80-90 % of the original structure survives. 

The object is entirely of iron (fig. 15 and 16). The skull is composite, consisting of 
*two simple half-shells which meet on the longitudinal axis but are not directly joined to 
each other. Each is independently rivetted to an external strip of iron running over the 
crest from brow to nape. The last few centimetres are missing at the back. The 
excavators recorded the presence of a second joining strip, on the inside. The existence 
of this cannot be confirmed, due to the liberal use of plaster in the restoration of the 
helmet. It seems most likely that the observation was mistaken and that what the 
excavators saw was the left side of the outer strip lying in situ crushed down into the 
right skull-half. 

The dimensions of the skull as currently restored are as follows: height (rim to top of 
skull) 250 mm; length c. 255 mm; width 160 mm; circumference 660-680 mm. The 

51. For example, the symbols on the horse trappers 
and the page's helmet at Firuzabad (note 41). These 
are thought to be clan badges or the like, and are possibly 
related to Sarmatian devices of a similar purpose 
(H. NICKEL, "Tamgas and Runes, Magic Numbers and 
Magic Symbols", Metropolitan Museum Journal, VIII, 
1973, pp. 115-173. 

52. Several unpublished fragments are preserved at 
Yale, including the left temple area of an iron helmet 
skull (Yale no. 1982.28.55); a right cheekpiece, also of 
iron (1982.28.56); and two fragmentary bronze crown 
reinforcements (1938.3300 and 1938.3301). A bronze 
brow-guard is, according to Yale records, preserved in 
Damascus (no. unknown). 

53. All the fragments listed in note 52 are identifiabte 
as pieces of Roman helmets of Robinson's auxiliary 
cavalry types E or F (op. cit., note 14, pp. 96-9). 

54. R. FRYE, "The political history of Iran under the 
Sassanians", Cambridge History of Iran, 111, 1983, p. 154; 
V. LUKONIN, "Political, Social and Administrative Insti- 
tutions; Taxation and Trade", CHI, III, 1983, p. 728. 
An example is the employment of a contingent of 
Chionites, under their king Grumbates, at the siege of 
Amida in AD 359 (Ammianus, XVIII, 6, 22). This 
people had recently been subjugated by Shapur I1 (Amm. 
XVI, 9, 4; XVII, 5, 1). 
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Fig. 16. The Drura helmet, front and right side views. Note the mass of rusted mail adhering to the right forehead 
area (photos: author). 

thickness of the iron plate is hard to measure due to its corroded state, but is estimated 
to have been about 4 mm, perhaps a little more at the rim. The crest strip was of 
roughly constant width, about 30 mm, and 3-4 mm thick. When found, the helmet 
weighed 4.15 kg. 

As restored, the skull is obviously distorted due to the lateral crushing which 
shattered the left side and somewhat flattened the right. The result is that the helmet 
is now longer and narrower than originally. However, it is clear that it was tall and 
that its geometry was dominated by the longitudinal junction of its halves. In side 
elevation, the bowl is roughly paraboloid, but in front elevation the sides sweep up to a 
point. In section, the joining strip matches the contour of the junction of the two half- 
bowls, i.e. nearly flat close to the rim, and V-sectioned over the apex. The rivets are 
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Fig. 17. A detail of the forehead area, showing the surviving portions of the 'eyebrows' and the base of the snapped-off 

nasal (photo: author). 

carefully paired along its length, at approximately 65 mm intervals. They had 
pronounced heads, now distorted by corrosion, which were probably originally 
hemispherical or perhaps flattened spheres. 

At the apex is attached a blunt cylindrical iron projection, apparently solid, rising 
51 mm above the skull. It is apparently attached by a flat tab running down each side 
of the bowl, each pierced by two rivets, one going through the joining strip and one 
through the half-skull. 

Attached to the crest strip, running from just in front of the 'spike' down towards 
the brow, is a partially preserved curved plate standing perpendicularly to the helmet. 
It reaches a depth of 27 mm and was originally 5-6 mm thick. It was apparently not 
attached to the bowl on discovery55, but is reliably restored. It terminates at the upper 
end in a flat, teardrop-shaped tab, which has been pierced by a large rivet holding it to 
the helmet. How far down the helmet this plate reached is uncertain, as the lower part 
is lost. However, an indentation in the edge of the right half-skull suggests that the 

55. From inspection of the object as restored. 
in fig. 6. 

It may be the iron plate seen lying just to the left of the helmet 
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lower rivet was immediately above the brow. There is no indication of a similar plate 

down the back of the helmet, although the possibility cannot be ruled out. 

The forehead region is quite badly damaged (fig. 17). Due to crushing, the skull- 

halves meet almost at right-angles where they should butt edge to edge. Furthermore, 

the lower front corner of the left plate is lost, and with it some important detail. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to reconstruct the appearance of the brow area with some 

certainty. Overall, the lower rim of the bowl conforms roughly to a horizontal plane. 

At the front, however, there are two shallow curved cutouts over the wearer's eyes. 

Rivetted above these, and conforming to their curvature, is a single plate of iron, 

c. 4 mm thick, forming a pair of 'eyebrows'. The inner half of the left eyebrow was lost 

with the damage to the skull-half. The outer part of the right one is covered by a mass 

of rusted mail and is hidden, but enough of each is visible to reconstruct the whole. 

Each eyebrow stretched c. 90 mm from the centreline. The left is 11 mm deep at the 

tip, flaring to 15 mm at its broken end. The right one reaches a maximum depth of 

23 mm at 25 mm from the centreline. The upper edge of the plate dips steeply in the 

middle, reinforcing the impression of a pair of eyebrows. 

It is clear that the lower edges of the eyebrow plate swept down into a nose guard, 

which is now snapped off at the base and-lost. While reinforcing the forehead region 

and fulfilling a certain decorative function, it is clear that the main purpose of the 

eyebrows was to securely attach this nasal. The originally T-shaped plate was held on 

by four domeheaded rivets, one through the tip of each wing and another 25 mm either 

side of the centreline (fig. 18). 
Adhering to the lower edge of the helmet, all along ist back and left side, is a mass of 

oxidised mail. It is certainly an integral part of the helmet, and can be seen to be 

directly attached to the rim. It provided the neck- and cheek defence in the form of a 

mail screen or camail, hanging from the bowl. It is much folded and in very poor 

condition, a large part of it adhering to the right forehead region where it had been 

trapped beneath the helmet on deposition. In places the mail is well enough preserved 

to reveal that it consists of rings c. 9 mm in diameter, but it is not possible to determine 

their thickness or the method of joining (butting or rivetting) or whether stamped rings 

were employed. It appears that the uppermost row of rings passed through holes in the 

lower edge of the bowl (a method used on later oriental helmets). If so, this could 

explain the raggedness of the left edge, from which the mail has apparently been torn 

away, probably when the helmet was crushed by the roof fall. It seems then that the 

mail was attached all the way around the edge except across the eye cutouts. 

The camail is far too folded and oxidised to reveal much about its form and 

length. The field record card with the on-site description gives the length of the camail 

as 220 mm, but how this was arrived at is obscure. It is not even certain that it is all 

preserved, as the site drawing shows a separate mail fragment next to the helmet 

(fig. 13). 
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C ~ ~ w\t Fig. 18. A reconstruction of the Dura Helmet. 
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There are four rivets in a line across the back of the bowl, c. 15 mm above the rim. 

They do not relate to the camall. It may not be coincidental that they match up with 
the four rivets attaching the nasal to the front of the bowl. It is likely that these eight 
rivets served as the anchor-points for a fabric or possibly leather lining. The depth of 
the helmet dictates that there must have been some such arrangement to ensure that it 
sat properly on the head and did not fall down over the eyes. 
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THE DURA HELMET AND THE LATE ROMAN TYPES 

The close relationship between the Dura helmet and the late Roman ridge helmets is 
immediately apparent. Dura is made wholly of iron, in two simple half-shells joined to 

a ridge strip of continuous width by prominent rivets. It had a nasal, attached by 

'eyebrow' plates. This structure is in all essentials identical to that of the bowl of 
Berkasovo II. The more complex examples, like Berkasovo I and Deurne, and the 
simpler ones like Augst and Intercisa, can be seen as variants, at opposite ends of a 
repertoire of design, all ultimately deriving from prototypes of which Dura is an 

example. The Dura helmet is from the right area and is of precisely the right date to 
prove the validity of the claim that the late Roman ridge helmets were of Partho- 

Sassanian, or at least oriental origin. 

THE DANUBE AND THE PLACE OF THE ROMANO-EGYPTIAN SPANGENHELME 

There remains the question of the relationship of Roman ridge helmets to the 
Roman Spangenhelme from Egypt. Are the former the ancestors of the latter, as 

Klumbach believes? It was noted above that Johnson has criticised Klumbach's 
hypothesis of ridge helmets increasing in complexity, culminating in the Concesti helmet 
which is constructed around two continuous bands over the apex which, in his opinion, is 
a short step from the true radial Spangenhelm. Klumbach's model is not really 
tenable. There is very little evidence of progressive development towards greater 

complexity in bowl construction. Two of the earliest helmets, Berkasovo I and 

Deurne, are among the most complicated. In fact, the very limited dating evidence 

can be made to support the opposite view. All the dated complex helmets were made 

in the early or mid fourth century. Concesti, the possible exception, was found in a 

barbarian grave and could well have been old when buried. On the other hand, the 

only dated examples of the simple type are late (Intercisa, belonging to the early fifth 

century). One can therefore argue for a progressive degeneration of design, from the 

complex to the simple. However, I do not believe this to have been the case. It is far 

more likely that a variety of types were in use simultaneously throughout the fourth 

century. 
The fact remains that the attribution of the Romano-Egyptian radial helmets to the 

fifth century or later is guesswork, and can easily be challenged. There is clear 

evidence for the use of true Spangenhelme in the Roman army as early as the beginning 
of the second century AD. Some of the archers on Trajan's Column are depicted wearing 
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them (fig. 19). These men are usually said to be Syrians. If so, their helmets, 
unusual among Roman helmets of the time (and so far archaeologically unattested) 
could imply that there was already a local tradition of Spangenhelm construction in the 
Roman East by AD 100. However, there is no independent evidence for this, and other 
archers on the Column do not wear such headgear. On the other hand, the Roman 
Spangenhelme are very similar to captured barbarian helmets shown on the base of the 
column. Perhaps these archers were equipped with locally made helmets. They may 
even have been recruited locally". Clearly, the Danube must now be considered as the 
possible source of the Spangenhelme in the Roman army. 

The Trajan's Column reliefs effectively prove that true Spangenhelme were in use 
among the native peoples on the North bank of the Danube, especially the Sarmatians, 
by AD 100. Several scenes show Sarmatian armoured cavalry equipped with bullet- 
shaped helmets of radial construction with cheekpieces but no neck guard (fig. 10). 
Similar helmets, possibly with nasals, are to be seen on the reliefs of captured arms on 
the base of the Column. These could be Sarmatian or Dacian. This is the earliest 
evidence so far for the appearance of the type. No archaeological examples 
demonstrably of such an early date are known to me. It seems most likely that the 
true Spangenhelm came to the Roman world across the lower Danubian frontier during 
the late first century AD if not earlier, and such helmets were used by at least a small 
proportion of the auxilia thereafter. 

The Egyptian Spangenhelme closely resemble the Trajan's Column depictions not 
just in basic construction but also in detailed shape. This is seen most strikingly in the 
case of the Leiden helmet, which is almost identical to certain examples worn by 
Sarmatians on the Column (fig. 20). There are the same apical roundel, radial strips, 
simple cheek pieces and unprotected neck. Similarly, the bowl of the Der-el-Medineh 
helmet is remarkably close to a number of examples on the base of the Column and on 
trophies on the helical frieze. These share the slightly pointed top, the external 
browband (which contrasts with the internal browband of the ridge helmets), and 
probably also the nasal, but these details, so prone to damage, are lost from the 
monument. 

There is independent evidence that Spangenhelme very like the Der-el-Medineh type 
were used by Roman troops, apparently cavalry, around AD 300. The reliefs on the 
Arch of Galerius at Thessalonika show this quite clearly (fig. 21). There is the same 
radially constructed bowl tending towards a point, cheekpieces, neckguard and this time 
unequivocally a nasal. 

56. Danubian archer units are known, e.g. cohors I 
Thracum sagillariorum, P. A. HOLDER, The Auxilia from 
Augustus to Trajan BAR International series no. 70, 

Oxford 1980, p. 228; also the ala III Aug. Thrac sag., and 
ala I Thrac. vet. sag., ibid. p. 227. 
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This depictional evidence can be used to tentatively reinterpret the Romano- 
Egyptian Spangenhelme on a considerably sounder footing. There is no need to see 
them as early Byzantine. Such evidence as there is points to the end of the third 
century as the most likely date for their manufacture and use. Had they been in very 
widespread use before AD 260 or after AD 320, then given the amount of other helmet 
material found for these periods one would have expected more archaeological evidence 
to have appeared by now. The floruit of these helmets, when they were important 
enough to be worn by Galerius' senior regiments depicted on the Thessalonika reliefs, 
seems to correspond with what is otherwise a blank in the archaeological record. 
Roman Spangenhelme therefore preceded rather than evolved from the ridge helmet 
family. This perhaps explains the use of hinges on the Egyptian helmets, which can be 
seen as an early feature. 

ROMAN HELMET DESIGN: A NEW SYNTHESIS 

These conclusions point to a new synthesis of the development of Roman helmets. 
It seems that the 'traditional' Imperial cavalry and infantry types were displaced at an 
unknown rate and to an unknown (but large) degree by all-iron Spangenhelme in the 
second half on the third century. It is suggested that radial helmets like those found in 
Egypt and depicted on the Arch of Galerius were the dominant types used by the armies 
of the Tetrarchy. However, these in their turn were already at least partly displaced 
by new, bipartite ridge helmets by the 320s, as archaeology demonstrates. The latter 
then seem to become the sole tradition of helmet construction used in the empire 
throughout the rest of the fourth century. That these bipartite helmets were of 
Partho-Sassanian origin now seems beyond reasonable doubt in the light of the Dura 
evidence. However, an important question remains to be addressed. It is not at all 
obvious why a very long established and highly developed tradition of helmet design was 
suddenly abandoned to be replaced by transdanubian Spangenhelme and then by 
orientalising ridge helmets. 

Klumbach, who follows Alfoldi in attributing the dissemination of ridge helmets 
personally to Constantine, sees the employment of Persian-style helmets as part of the 
orientalisation of court ceremonial and the dress of emperors, officials and state servants, 
from the time of the Tetrarchy57. No doubt this is part of the explanation; one has only 
to look at Berkasovo I to believe it. However, it seems to me that it is not the barbaric 
splendour of some of the helmets that is of deepest significance, but the simplicity of 
design which is common to all, resulting from the elimination of all components requiring 

57. See note 20. 
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high levels of skill to manufacture. Complex forgings such as hinges and one-piece 

bowls with integral neck guards were excised from the new designs. The simple 

components of the ridge helmets could be made by relatively unskilled and 

inexperienced smiths. The downright crudeness of a number of examples suggests that 

they often were. Even the finest pieces hardly match up to second century standards 

of construction. 
Not only, then, was there a complete change in the design of Roman helmets. 

There was a simultaneous decline in standards of manufacture. These changes must be 

seen against the historical background of contemporary developments in the army and 

the armaments industry itself. 
Little is known for certain about the organisation of the industry which produced 

the fine helmets of the second and early third centuries AD". It is assumed that 

individual craftsmen or small private companies supplied the troops, probably through a 

variety of mechanisms including commissions from individual soldiers and larger 

multiple orders from regiments, provincial army commands or the central 

government. Whatever the case, presumably these were cash transactions. 
Armourers will have been paid in specie for their work, and used the coin to cover raw 

materials and overheads, pay their taxes and support their families. They were 

particulary dependant on the soundness of the currency as laws controlling sales and 

possession of armaments restricted their market almost exclusively to the state59. The 

collapse of the coinage from the middle of the third century would have paralysed this 

system of supply. The army could not afford to buy the weapons, while the armourers 

could not sell their wares nor buy raw materials. The operating system of the industry, 
which had endured for several centuries, collapsed. 

The development of a crisis in arms procurement is, in my opinion, the direct cause 

of the establishment of the state arms factories, or fabricae, which start to appear under 

the Tetrarchy60. It is suggested that from the 260s the state was forced to bypass the 

financial crisis and started to maintain the armourers directly, by providing rations and 

security in return for product, leading to the gradual absorption of the armourers into 

the Imperial service. This process reached its logical conclusion when Diocletian put it 

on a regular basis and built new factories to accommodate (and control) them at 

strategic points across the Empire. It seems that the state wanted quantity 

production, not fancy quality, hardly surprising when faced with the task of supplying 

58. R. MCMULLEN, "Inscriptions on Armour and the 
Supply of Arms in the Roman Empire", American 
Journal of Archaeology LXIV, 1960, pp. 25-9. 

59. The lex lulia de vi publica. The ban was 

reiterated in the late Empire (e.g. C.Th. XV, xv, 1). 
Arms exports were also banned (C.J. IV, xli, 2). 

60. S. JAMES, "The Fabricae; State Arms Factories of 
the Later Roman Empire" (forthcoming). 
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an expanding army suffering high rates of attrition, as Diocletian's surely was. The 
armourers, now called fabricenses, probably had monthly quotas to fulfill6l. 

Against this background, the history of helmet design becomes explicable. 
Traditional Roman types ceased to be made with the hypothetical rapid collapse of the 
old industry in the third quarter of the third century. The state, now directly 
supporting the armourers, naturally wanted cheap, functional and above all quick-to- 
produce designs. Perhaps the initial result was the general adoption of Danubian type 
Spangenhelme by the armourers supplying the Illyrian cavalry force of Gallienus, 
Aurelian and Probus. These troops, many of whom were barbarians from across the 
Danube, formed the elite of the Tetrarchic armies. Hence the Spangenhelme of 
Galerius' household troops. 

Diocletian, who reorganised the army and founded the new arms factories, is most 
likely to have been responsible for the introduction of the new bipartite ridge helmets. 
There seems little reason for attributing their dissemination to Constantine, as the 
Berkasovo finds show that they were already established in Licinius' army perhaps as 
early as AD 314. It is very tempting to link their appearance with the building of the 
new factories, and to see the opening of the fabricae as both the opportunity and the 
reason for the introduction of the new, and definitive ridge helmet types. While their 
Eastern inspiration well in tune with the Tetrarchic switch from Illyrian austerity to 
oriental splendour, it seems to me that the main motivation was more practical. The 
Partho-Sassanian prototypes met the requirement for simplicity of manufacture, but 
were substantially redesigned to meet Roman standards of protection. Hence the 
addition of plate neck- and cheek guards to all versions. Similarly, the types with a 
separate brow band, whether this feature was of Danubian or Persian origin or both, 
were revised. The composite skull was fitted to the outside of the brow band rather 
than the inside, improving protection by increasing the clearance between the plates and 
the wearer's head. On the other hand, elimination of hinges and other difficult forgings 
made them suitable for rapid mass production by even a semi-skilled workforce. The 
new designs betray much careful thought, as does the distribution of the factories in 
which they were made62. Much more than simply a whim of fashion, the appearance of 

61. No direct evidence relating to production quotas 
imposed on fabricenses survives, but a law of AD 374 
records the monthly helmet production targets for the 
barbaricarii (precious-metal smiths) at Antioch and 
Constantinople. These men were apparently not mak- 
ing the helmets, but decorating components to produce 
fine pieces for, presumably, officers and guard units. It 
mentions that "eight helmets and the same numbers of 
[? pairs of] cheek guards are covered with silver and 
gilded [by each worker] each thirty days at Antioch..." 
The workers at Constantinople were apparently failing to 

match this rate and were being instructed to increase 
output (C.Th. X, xxii, 1). Presumably the fabricenses 
themselves were monitored and controlled in much the 
same way. 

62. The fabricae break down into a number of catego- 
ries according to the types of equipment they were 
producing. The factories making basic equipment such 
a8 shields and armour (as opposed to more specialist 
centres making heavy cavalry armour, artillery, etc.), 
were linked in their distribution to the geography of the 
empire as it was reorganised under the Tetrarchy. 
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new style helmets was a result of the 'nationalisation' of the arms industry at the end of 
the third century. 

This reinterpretation of the development of Imperial helmet design suggests that 
there was no simple unilinear sequence. It was part of a much wider network involving 
several cultural groupings, all with their own traditions of helmet construction, all of 
which to a greater or lesser degree influenced the other. Thus early Imperial helmets 

evolved from various currents of Hellenistic, Italian and Gallic design. If radial 
helmets came to Rome from the Danube and ridge helmets from across the Euphrates, 
then the Eastern European and Iranian peoples who transmitted them may well have 
influenced each other via the nomads of Central Asia. Further, the interaction between 
Rome and her neighbours was not necessarily unidirectional. The reinforcing plate 
down the front of the Dura helmet appears to owe its inspiration to Roman prototypes of 

the second and early third centuries! Evidently, we are dealing with a complex web of 

influences operating over prolonged periods. 
The redating of the Romano-Egyptian Spangenhelme to the later third century 

effectively prevents them serving as prototypes for the early medieval Baldenheim 

Spangenhelme. Instead, it is likely that the latter derive from the continued 
development of the radial helmet among the barbarian peoples of Eastern Europe and 

Central Asia, perhaps as seen at Kertsch in Southern Russia63. The Baldenheim 

helmets are probably versions made by Roman craftsmen for Ostrogothic masters". 

The descendants of the Dura type and the derivative Roman helmets are not to be seen 

in the Baldenheim pieces, but in the very different Northern European helmets of the 

sixth to eighth centuries. Here, the finds from Sutton Hoo, Valsgarde and Coppergate 
in York all reflect the dominant fourth century Roman type, the bipartite ridge helmet65. 

Along the Rhine and Danube frontier, there was one 

shield factory per frontier province and a pair of armour 
factories for each frontier diocese. Clearly this was 

carefully planned and does not reflect piecemeal develop- 
ment (JAMES, OP. cit., note 60). 

63. POST, op. cit. (note 17) pp. 133-4; W. ARENDT, 

"Ein Altturkische Waffenfund aus Kertsch", Zeitschrifl 
fur Historische Waffenkunde (Neue Folge), IV, 1932; 
ARENDT, op. cit. (note 36) abb. 2. 

64. WERNER, op. cit. (note 17) p. 182. 
65. For Sutton Hoo see R. BRUCE-MITFORD, The 

Sutton Hoo Ship Burial, Volume 2, Arms, Armour and 
Regalia, London 1978, pp. 138-231; Valsgarde, ibid. 
pp. 210-4; Coppergate, P. V. ADDYMAN, N. PEARSON and 
D. TWEDDLE, "The Coppergate Hlelmet", Antiquity LVI 
1982, pp. 189-94; D. TWEDDl,E, The Coppergate *lelmet, 
York 1984. 
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